Born in 1977, Anton Terziev has graduated
2004 in Ceramics from the National Academy
of Arts, Sofia. He works with painting and
objects, as well as in the field of performance.
Part of his activities is associated with various
actions in the public space. Part of his interests
are connected to literature – he has published
5 books of modern poetry and urban novels.
Based in Sofia, Bulgaria, he works with various
subjects of the day often with the means of
sharp irony. The artist's iconography possess
harsh and critical imagery associated with a specific aestethisation of pain that is a
common metaphor of governing power relationships in society, violence and hurting
in the very political existence of man. A unifying thread in his works appears in the
futile attempt of invention of objects and tools for survival in modern life`s
contradictions, and burdens. His interventions in public space as a performer and
actionist introduce a provocative and foreign for the local scene format.
Terziev' s work has been shown at Vienna Contemporary, Nurture Art, Brooklyn NYC,
Donumenta- Regensburg, “On Difference 2”- Stuttgart, Presence of the body-Troy,
NY, Bath, Istanbul, Bratislava, Macedonia.
BAZA award winner for 2010
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2017 HIDDEN GAMES - The Red House Centre for Culture and Debate, Sofia
2016 URBAN PLAYGROUNDS – DaDa Culture Bar, Sofia
2016 PAINTINGS BY THE BOOK – Credo Bonum Gallery, Sofia
2012 CONTEMPORARY TOOLS OF LABOR – ICA, Sofia,
2010 MODERN IMPLEMENTS OF LABOR– 0 GMS Gallery, Sofia
2009 DISCONNECTED PEOPLE – Corridor Gallery, Plovdiv and Placebo shop, Sofia
2008 SELECTED NATURE – Bulgarian Culture Centre, Bratislava
2008 IMAGINE – Art Center 12, Sofia
2006 ACT ON INSTINCT – Hewlett Packard, Sofia
2004 PSHYCHOTHERAPY – Sofia Art Gallery
PORTRAITS – Gallery Bovjel, Plovdiv
LIQUIDATION – French Institute, Sofia
2003 EVERYTHING IS UNDER CONTROL – XXL Gallery, Sofia

www.antonterziev.com

objects/installations

The Birth of a Nation
object, dried pork, mesing, various sizes, 2018.
Installatioin view Sofia City Art Gallery

Dobrudzha step
42 EU, 8.5 ,UK, 8 UK, 26.5 cm., object, 2018
"The man of Dobrudzha dances with sure and sturdy steps. Many of his moves and
gestures speak of his daily work."

Eastern Promises (details)
100x83x25 cm, wood, leather, acrylic glass, 2017
Participating in Shifting Layers, group exhibition at Sofia City Art Gallery. Dec 13.
2017 - Feb 04. 2018

Eastern Promises
100x83x25 cm, wood, leather, acrylic glass, 2017
Participating in Shifting Layers, group exhibition at Sofia City Art Gallery. Dec 13.
2017 - Feb 04. 2018

Enter The Void
ox leather bianco, composite materials, 25x35x24, 2017

Brooming Of The System
26 x 33 x 11 cm, Edition 1+1AP, 2017
An object made by brushes, collected from contemporary Bulgarian artists - Sasho Stoitzov,
Michaela Zoeva, Stanislav Belovski, Deyan Yanev, Velislava Gecheva, Radoil Serafimov, Samuil
Stoyanov, A. Jekov and Ivaylo Vinchev.
And also, thanks to the valuable assistance of Philip Zidarov, the object contains three brushes
by the great and always inspiring Lyuben Zidarov

Fast Welcome
object, traditional bulgarian lace & traditional arab mid east food, 6x20x6 cm. 2017

Still About Balls
object, 4,5x34x15 cm, edition 5+1AP, 2017

Evergreen 1-3
objects, Schmincke's may green oil paint on 30 green disposable one time use Wellsamed
toothbrushes, edition 1 of 5+1AP, 39x45x1,5 cm, 2017

Art Must Be Clean, Artist Must Be Clean
mixed media on canvas, 80x60x2cm, 2016

Extension Of The Domain Of The Struggle
Installation view: IN THE LABELLING GAP, 05 April 2016 - 08 May 2016, Sofia City
Art Gallery

FUCK LUCK
4-pieces set, 2 x 12,5 x 9,3 cm and 2 x 11,5 x 8 cm, Edition of 5+5 AP, 2016
The Bulgarian Sports Totalizator is the sole organization legally holding of the rights over the
number games 5/35, 6/42 and 6/49. In "6 49" the participant aims to predict by one or
more freely chosen by him numeric combinations, the six numbers in the numerical range
from 1 to 49 which are to be drawn in the forthcoming draw, in which the participant will
participate. The amount of the prize in each winning group depend son the number of
combinations that have correctly predicted the winning combination. The six numbers i
drawn in each block composes the title you can read from left to right.

Non-Complete Blood Picture
65х50х2, 2015

This author has a certificate of correct author
photography, print, 2015

More money - More blood & More money-Less blood
25. 11. 2014, author's blood, Fabriano artistico watercolor paper, extra white, 300lb,
glass framed box, 70 x 44 cm, 2014
Until the 25th of November I have 25 paintings. When a purchase is made I`ll cover
with white paint one of the 25 red dots* in the left box and vice versa I`ll cover with
blood one of the white dots in the right box. If someone buys a non-successive
painting he has to follow the previously mentioned mechanism, for which I`ll give
him the necessary materials.
* a reference to the sticker with red dot which is an indicator that a particular
painting has been sold.

Product Placement
object, 30 x 25 x 4 cm, 2012
Product placement is criticizing the haughty tightness of the orthodox dogmatic.
“Mummified” behind the comfortable hermeneutics rather that saying the “good news”, the
church is selling a trade mark with it`s aggressive merchandising and the promise for added
value.
*paid ad in which a particular good or service is involved in the context of a different
product. The warning for a paid ad is necessary.

BOARDING HOUSE FOR ANGELS AND DEMONS
wood, paper, pencils, 25/14/30 сm., 2011
Modern business paradigms and demands that creep into every facet of live establish
their rules in a ruthless manner. This means that if one wants to develop one`s
career at some point compromises with one`s morals will have to be made. Such
decisions leave behind a certain fallout which the individual must bear and justify. In
this justification one may use the terms "good" or "bad", but through the looking
glass of economics it is useless weight. For this purpose I have narrowed down to
arrogant pragmatism the process with this project.
It is a new model of confession - a secular one. Different than the religious practices
which offer consolation of souls, I visualize a method of un-authoritative cleansing.

MODERN IMPLEMENTS OF LABOUR
hand-saw, plastic, 50/15/2 сm., 2010
Modern Implements of Labour is a work that points a finger of irony at our collective
hunger for instant gratification. Regretably society today can provide for us ever
cheaper, faster and saturated "experiences" in substitution for the real thing.
With this work I want to give modern man an even sharper tool, to cut deeper into
the fabric of life. To help him render it into more managable pieces for faster
satisfaction.

EMERGENCY EXIT
a knife, aluminum, lead, steel wire, 22/40/11 сm., 2010
In Emergenvy Exit I work with a familliar object from the urban transit system - the small
hammer accompanied by instructions for it`s use in emergency situations. By switching the
hammer with a knife an obviously lethal weapon I speak about the impossibility of salvation.
With this expression I want to argue my own point, I am giving a warning about the status
quo. About the dead end we are moving towards, about violence as a universal method.

What Is You Occupation?
cotton, (author's) blood, 40 x 70 cm, 2012
What would you occupy in you city? An institution or an office desk. What is your
occupation? Is referring to the dual meaning of the word occupation – the space and time
projection of a person in his material and immaterial context, also his work, which he is
doing so he can provide food. The civil rights “war”, which he is fighting. Can these two
states of mind coexist?

KILLING ME SOFTLY
an axe, latex, 80/10/4 сm., 2010
Modern man's life is in constant race fore more material benefits and hedonistic
pleasures. This neurotic state leads to an inevitable end where man is left feeling
robbed of his chance to live his life the way he thinks more meaningfully. Here the
pink colour is a camouflage for reality in wich man invents ever more complex
means of escape. Killing me softly, speaks for this condition of masking.

COLD IRONY
an iron, print, 11/17/10 сm., 2010
Cold Irony stands in the obvious wordplay between hot/cold, iron/irony. It speaks of how
seeming contradictions can be two sides of the same coin, and how complexity can not be
simplified. The iron as a household tool is used to “iron out” creases in clothes just like how
labels “iron out” our mind. In this manner the iron is transformed into a tool for marking
ambiguity, which serves the human need to label.
With Cold Irony I express my ironic attitude towards categorization, as a method that
hinders human imagination.

WHAT DOESN’T KILL ME
a guitar, plaster, print, 2010
I collect 20 signatures of street musicians on a previously cast as a broken limb neck of a
guitar. This way the guitar is rendered unusable. And as the friends of one who has broken
a limb sign his cast with good wishes I present the street musicians with a metaphor of
their lost career which they verify with a signature.
I borrow Nietzsche`s famous phrasing as a title and leave it unfinished, with an open end.
This sentiment of optimism is mirrored in the title and the object with the use of the cast,
implying a process of healing and regeneration.

PERSONAL HELL EXTINGUISHER
a fire extinguisher, print, 80/25 сm., 2010
Nobody today bellieves in retribution for their sins.
Personal Hell Extinguisher is a monument to this, of homo ludens`s ability to play with
everything. There is nothing he can`t make fun of. This is charming and yet repulsing. For
this reason everything old carries such strong enchantment. There was sacrality even
though a product of hypocrisy. In modern times there is no mystery in anything, which
diminishes all charms of life.
The Personal Hell Extinguisher is a monument to human need to be prepared for anything.
But by "personal" I mean to imply that no one is innocent.

CASUAL FAITH
t-shirts, print
an installation with changeable measures and composition, 2009

DISCONNECTED PEOPLE
100 pairs of shoes, net cable
an installation with changeable measures and composition, 2009
The installation is inspired by the influence of social networks on the human psyche. What
interests me is when is man happier - offline or online. I use shoes which are essential for
human movement and tie them with their virtual analogue. The shoes were donated by 100
people and painted gray, as to symbolize how when one is offline his icon-representation of
absence is colored gray. In online space man has a tendency to lean on the back of the
collective and thus sustain himself for long. But once offline man is left only with himself.
When one is online one is disconnected from real life.

paintings/others

Private Societies III-V
105x130, oil on canvas, 2018

Private Societies II-V
oil on canvas, 100x135 cm, 2018

Private Societies I-V
100x130 cm., oil on canvas, 2017-

Quite Riots I-III
oil on canvas, 195x140 cm., 2017-

I Only Know Who I Am When I Am Somebody Else, autoportrait
oil on canvas 70x90 cm, 2017

Hidden Games I
oil on canvas, 100 x 70 cm, 2016

Hidden Games II
oil on canvas, 150 x 100 cm., 2016

Hidden Games III
oil on canvas, 130x100 cm, 2017

Hidden Games IV
oil on canvas, 120x100 cm, 2017

Hidden Games V,
oil on canvas, 130x110cm, 2017

Hidden Games VI
oil on canvas, 130x110cm, 2017

Hidden Games VII
132x110cm, oil on canvas, 2017

Paintings By The Book
oil on canvas, 208x145cm
Installation view: Credo Bonum Gallery, 01.09.2016
Paintings By The Book's project observes the social-economy of art as a choice and as a
career and at the same time as a riddle and challenge. As a short story writer, author of
already 5 published books, Anton Terziev develops another – outside-of-visual arts authorial
voice, biography, public image. Here, he tries to determine the variables of overlapping and
divergence between commercial and artistic value. “Evaluating the chances of failure and
success of an art product and the artist behind it.” Using the contemporary fascination of
self-promotion and the potentcy of self-transmediation, Terziev cues on his painter instinct
and objectifies the “product”, the bodies or covers of his commercially unsuccessful fiction
books and depicts them as paintings.
The outcome of this artistic incest brings the audience to face a new rendering of the
problematic topic of the interplay between commercial and artistic values in a perverted
dynamic form. Thus, using the traditional form of painting, and the traditional form of
written fiction, a fresh comment results from this intersection of old cultural planes.
Yovo Panchev, critic and curator

The link between value and copyrights is also an area that has been reviewed. A
book cover has it`s painter but normally this book cover won't be having the
painter`s name but rather the publisher`s. You could say that Anton`s authorship
has also gone missing because his books and paintings are deforming each other.
Just to be clear about it, don`t think that this is a autoportrait or some sort. No,
there won't be any autoportrait nor self promotion for the the painter.
Daniela Radeva

METACANON 1
mixed technique, 140/175 сm., 2006

METACANON 2
mixed technique, 130/230 сm., 2006

METACANON 3
mixed technique, 200/150 сm., 2006

Metacanon IV
18-19th century orthodox icon reproduction on wood.
acrylic and nails, 60 x 80 x 3 cm, 2012-2014

Metacanon V, etching, 2014
This picture has been made on a zinc plate, inked and printed on 300g. German
etching paper
Image size: 32x24 cm, paper size: 55x43 cm

ACT ON INSTINCT
mixed technique, 180/100 сm., 2004

FEAR IS THE ENEMY
mixed technique, 200/107 сm., 2005

Orthodox Christianity
200 x 107 cm, oil on canvas, 2003

EVERYONE LOVES TO GET APPLAUSE
mixed technique, 100/120 cm., 2002

Everyone Loves To Get Applause II
60 x 74 cm, oil on canvas, 2017

performances/others

200% Pure Past
24.05.2015, Sofia. Just in front of the monument “1300 Years of Bulgaria” Anton
Terziev is gluing the pages of “Forget Your Past”, an album of monuments from the
Soviet Union regime by Nikola Mihov.

heArt Rate project, slide one of 29, 2010

200% PURE LANGUAGE
performance with Katia Damianova, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2009
200% Pure Language is a performance I am doing on the 24th of may (the Bulgarian
National Holiday of Education) in an area behind the Bulgarian National Library.
It consists of me gluing together the pages of a Bulgarian dictionary of foreign words while
Katia interviews people passing by. She asks them questions about the purity of bulgarian
language.
Clothed in a hazardous materials suit I render the dictionary unusable without physically
harming or destroying it.
It is an act of mockery at the paranoia of purism, for we as communicative agents use
language to describe our world. A view of language as a static entity therefore renders it
useless for it`s purpose.

HONEYMOON FOREVER
a performance with Katia Damianova and with the collaboration of Oleg Mavromatti,
Maria Sheovska and Voyvoda, Murgash Gallery, Sofia, Bulgaria, 09.05.2008
Honeymoon Forever is a performance – anti-utopia of the perfectly straight borders of an
"endless" semantic public platform.
Performance – a cartography of the National Bulgarian hysterical paths, deleting one
another without leaving a trace in the aristocratic blue of the Old Continent.
Performance – a document of the pathological need of a 'beautiful new world'. The star
made of wax in the inflatable round pool is sealed half with honey half with blood. It is cut
out over the pattern of the historical "silhouette" of a red pentacle. It is put in motion by an
electric engine.

PAINTKILLER
performance with the collaboration of Ultrafuturo group, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2007
Anton makes a cut on his forehead with a razor blade. Then he uses a few strips of linen,
covered with thick oil paint to clamp a fake wound on his chest. While the blood from his
forehead is trickling down, some paint is coming up through the bandages. In the end the
performer writes with spray PAINTKILLER.

RED CROSS
performance, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2007
Red Cross is an example of a unique bio-experiment (so far no one has replaced the luminophor
in the lamp with human blood), as well as of a word for word concept of the 'Red Cross'- it must
be in blood, and even better - to "study the essence" of the blood.
Assuming that blood is a carrier of information, such an instrument should create an information
cloud and everyone who falls within the range or in the 'aureole' of its influence should feel
themselves in contact (either a unity or 'an immune rejection') with the message suggested by
the artist.
When Malevich says, 'In our workshops we create living creatures' - we can add that in his
performance-experiment Terziev expresses Malevich's metaphor word for word, and comes up
to a new level, creating a pattern piece of work transmitting the message directly to the viewer,
not necessarily at a visual stage.
It is possible to say that he creates a 'magical item' or an alchemical accessory – a result not only
of the contemporary modern art, but also of Ars-Magna.
Oleg Mavromatti

HAPPY NEW ORDER
performance with Katia Damianova, Sofia, Bulgaria, 31.12.2006
On December 31, 2006, minutes before midnight Katia Damianova writes the words "Happy
New Order" on Anton Terziev's back with a soldering iron. At the same time on the screen of
the TV, on which Anton is sitting some Bulgarian and European leading politicians are
making their greeting speeches - Bulgaria has entered the European Union. The mood is
high, fireworks are letting off, champagne is pouring - people are celebrating! The Christian
family of united Europe is welcoming its prodigal sons. Happy New Order!

LIE DETECTOR 1
performance with the collaboration of Ultrafuturo group
monastery “St. Nicholas”, Seslavci, Bulgaria, 2005
The “Pinocchio” mask is hand made by papier-mache technics, covered in pieces from the
New Testament. The performance's realization is considered inside of small 16-th-century
church near Sofia. Kneeling at the site of its missing altar the performer wears the eyeless
and mouthless paper mask. The mask actually is stitched onto his face with surgical treat.
Intuitively the performer finds the way out of the temple, where the mask is removed.
This farcical grotesque performance among the orthodox frescoes falls between the

seriousness of the religion and the parodic potential of theatre.

LIE DETECTOR 2
performance with the collaboration of Ultrafuturo group, Seminary, Sofia, Bulgaria,
2005
The performance is planned for Ecclesiastical's courtyard, Sofia, Bulgaria.
The equipment is the same as “Lie Detector 1”. The first part of the act is similar to
“Lie Detector 1” too. The “Pinocchio” mask with texts from the New Testament is
stitched onto performer's face.
Then the nose part is set on fire and ritually burned. At the end, the mask is removed
and buried in the Ecclesiastical's graveyard.

ICE MUSCLE 1, 2
performance with the collaboration of Ultrafuturo group
03.12.2005 with continuation on 04.12.2005 Sofia, Bulgaria
In commemoration to all hearts fallen into eternal sleep!
To all machines made of meat!
To all clogged by sediment and silt heart pumps!
(Vladimir Sorokin, "Ice")

On his chest Anton Terziev makes a cut in the form of a cross. Drops of blood trickling down his body
are gathering in an empty bank attached to Anton's body right at the bottom part of his chest.
The collected quantity is frozen and used in the rest part of the performance, in which the bank is
attached back to the chest above the heart, and the red lump ice melts and flows out slowly.
The performance is a video-instruction about the extraction of a 'formed cruelty and the
transformations of its physical conditions.

